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People are very curious enough to critically ask questions. 
What can we do to promote peace?  
How can we promote peace?  
Why should we promote peace? And 
Will we make any difference? 

  
               But before asking all those questions, why not we ask first ourselves. “What is peace?” 
Generally, peace describes a society or a relationship that is operating harmoniously and without 
violent conflict. It is commonly understood as the absence of hostility, or existence of healthy or 
newly healed interpersonal or international relationships which the absence of any war or 
conflict. It is an ideal of freedom, peace, and happiness among & within all nations and/or peace. 
  
               We, then, can’t promote peace if we, ourselves has no peace of its own (peace of mind), 
life will torment us, we then will see hatred where there is none and will rage fruitlessly. As what 
they say: “Wealth, wine love avails little if man has no mental stability and peace.” 
  
                There are different ways in promoting peace. One way to promote peace in cultural 
groups, if we solve a problem, we should have to understand the problem. It is promoted by 
encouraging each side to understand the other perspectives, accept their differences, different 
beliefs as equally valid, tolerate diversity and accept fair access to property, including land, 
water, cultural and religious status, and economic resources. 
  

Here are list some ways on how to promote peace. To promote peace, I will practice: 
 
Compassion for peace to grow exponentially. 
Equity for peace to grow by leaps and bounds. 
Forgiveness for peace to grow in place of unrest. 
Grace for peace to grow profoundly and solidly. 
Honor for peace will grow astronomically. 
Justice for peace will grow insistently. 
Kindness for peace will grow in powerful measures. 
Love for peace will grow beyond measure. 
Mercy for peace will grow phenomenally. 
Patience for peace will grow astoundingly. 
Sincerity for peace will grow astonishingly. 
Truth for peace will grow imagination. 
Wisdom for peace will grow automatically. and; 
More for peace will grow perpetually. 

  



               We can make any difference even in such simple things. We you should learn on how 
to communicate better with others to avoid minor or major dispute that can lead to trouble or 
conflicts.  
  
               Whatever certain community you speak of how can it be a safe, peaceful, caring 
community? Remember: “peace is of utmost importance for any community to grow; otherwise 
it will simply kill itself.” 
 
  
 
 


